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try with file_open command it will work. if not possible asume
that as a image and then using coordinates you can get a value
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Continue Learning about Engineering

Can C scripting be incorporated into an HTML file and if so how?
No. C Scripting can not be incorporated into an HTML file.



What is ascii value of EOF?
There is no ascii value for EOF. The constant EOF is a special
value, not representing any character, but indicating an
eof-of-file or error condition when using stream I/O.
On the other hand, there is an ascii charactor end-of-file,
&lt;CTRL&gt;Z, 26, or 0x1A which, in the DOS era, indicated the end
of file in a text file, but this is not the same as the run-time
library constant EOF.



Is it true that passing data by reference enables you to change the value stored in a variable in one file using a function in another file?
Yes, passing a variable by reference gives you a pointer to the
original variable, meaning you can change its value from within the
function being called and the change will affect the original
variable.



What are the characteristics of vbscript?
1. Vbscript is an active scripting language which use the
component object model to access element of the environment within
which it is running.
2. Developer: Microsoft.
3. Both client side &amp; server side scripting language.
4. Browser: Internet Explorer.
5. Case sensitive or not: Not case sensitive.
6.File extension: .vba or .vbs.



How do you print a .prn file using vb code?
give print then select print to file give the file name that
file may prn file by




Related questions

Can C scripting be incorporated into an HTML file and if so how?
No. C Scripting can not be incorporated into an HTML file.



Where can on learn batch file scripting techniques?
Batch file scripting techniques can be learned from various
sources. For example one can learn scripting techniques from books
such as 'Windows Batch File Programming'. One can also learn
scripting techniques from websites such as Scribd, WinBatch, and
CodeProject.



What is a self replicating program using a scripting engine to attack and infect a host file?
mass-mailing worm



What is bash shell scripting?
Bash shell scripting is the process of writing a series of
commands in a text file that are recognized by the bash shell
interpreter.



How do you download winrunner software?
You need to have a stable Internet connection. Search for a
legitimate place to download the file. Ensure that place is
virus-free. Click on the download link to get the software.



What type of virus uses the programming and scripting features found in applications?
File Infectors



For what is the Windows Scripting Host utility used and what is the command line to execute it?
The Windows Scripting Host is a tool that will allow you to run
Visual Basic Scripting Edition and JScript within the base
Operating System, either on Windows 95 or Windows NT 4.0. Using the
scripting languages you already know you can now write script to
automate common tasks, and to create powerful macros and logon
scripts.
On the Desktop, or in Windows Explorer, right-click on 'My
Computer'.
Select 'Open' from the menu.
In the My Computer window, open the Tools menu and select
'Folder Options'.
Open the File Types tabbed page.
Look for 'VBScript Script File' in the list of file types
Click on the Delete button.
click 'Yes'.
Rename or delete the WSH executable : wscript.exe
Its normally found in the system32 folder.
Block WSH from executing .vbs files by removing the file
association



What is an avisynthdll file?
Avisynth is a scripting language and a collection of filters for
simple non-linear editing tasks



What is shell scripting?
Shell scripting is scripting that uses the Windows Script Host
shell.
While the above answer may be true for Windows based systems,
for Unix and Unix-like systems shell scripting is the ability to
create a file of commands and to have them executed automatically,
including unattended operation. It is used in the cases where one
wishes to automate a process with a given series of commands to be
used many times.
Shell scripting allows one to automate processes, thereby
reducing errors and misspellings by putting the commands in a file
and telling the system to execute the commands.



What type of self-replication program uses a scripting engine to attack and infect a host file?
macro-virus



What is scripting in Linux?
"Shell Script is series of command written in plain text file. Shell script is just like batch file in MS-DOS but have more power than the MS-DOS batch file."



Process of Developing scripts to test when there are two or more users accessing the same file at the same time.?
peeudo concurrency scripting
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